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BOARD Games in a book

Learn and play at the same time!
Doggie Dash focuses on math and
numbers skills. Roll the dice to
determine how far you can move, using
up your move points as you go.

Learn and play at the same time! Polar
Plunge focuses on math and numbers
skills. Roll the dice to determine how far
you can move, using up your move
points as you go.

Collect treasure as you race from the
boat across islands to reach your pirate
fort.

Make your own zombie-themed 6-topic
quiz game! Get home quick and
outsmart those zombies! You have
brains... they just want to eat them.
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card Games in a book

In this badminton themed game, you
add or subtract to reach a specific point
goal. Play alone or in a small group.

Use either side of your card to build up
to a specific target. All of the doublesided cards make it interesting and
offer a lot of replay.

Monster Zoo Math gives you a monster
to beat using different tools, like coin
flips or dice. Beat the monsters with a
different set of math operations each
time!

Princess Pairs is a matching game
where you have to count up royalty
points and beat your rivals to being
crowned princess. Great game for little
girls (and boys), with counting and
strategy.
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card Games in a book

Make teaching Noah’s Ark a fun lesson
with this great card game! Take turns
trying to fill up your Ark before anyone
else. It’s perfect for kids who like Old
Maid or similar children’s card games.

Get your monkeys all in a row. Be the
first to use your Apes to help get
monkeys in a row from 12 to 0. Use
those Bananas! Cards to slow down
your opponents. Great math and
sequence game for kids!

Collect treasure as you race from the
boat across islands to reach your pirate
fort.

Make your own zombie-themed 6-topic
quiz game! Get home quick and
outsmart those zombies! You have
brains... they just want to eat them.
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GET YOUR BODY MOVING!

Get kids energized with this movement
game! Try the advanced moves, basic
moves, and then shake things up with
the red cards, which change the rules!
This starter set features 72 full-color
cards. Use it in P.E., day care, at home,
or in the classroom!

Get kids moving even more by adding
on the Hooked on a Feeling Expansion
Set! This add-on set also works alone.
It features 72 full-color cards, including
the new Feelings Charades cards! Use
it in P.E., day care, at home, or in the
classroom!

Get kids moving even more by adding
on the Sound of Music Expansion Set!
This add-on set also works alone. It
features 72 full-color cards, including
the new Music & Dance Charades
cards! Use it in P.E., day care, at home,
or in the classroom!

Get kids moving even more by adding
on the Let’s Get Wild Expansion Set!
This add-on set also works alone. It
features 72 full-color cards, including
the new Animals Charades cards! Use
it in P.E., day care, at home, or in the
classroom!
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PUZZLES & BRAIN TEASERS
Hyperspace is an intergalactic version of connectthe-dots! There are several types of dots, each with
different rules about how many times they can
connect to other dots, how long of lines can be drawn
between them, and so forth.
Try all 50 levels today!

Test your manual dexterity by flicking coins or rocket
tokens at targets on these 30+ single and multiplayer
levels.
Everything you need to play is in this book. Just find a
friend! For extra play, make sure to cut out the pages
and laminate them.

Like puzzle and block games? Check out his fancy title
with 20 styles of blocks that you have to fit into 50
different puzzles!
Each unique puzzle has a specific set of blocks. There
might be one solution, or there might be a dozen!
Challenge your friends for speed!
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PUZZLES & BRAIN TEASERS
Nazca is a geometric puzzle game. It’s perfect for
people who like mazes, sudoku, and other logical
puzzles.
Get 50 levels, plus everything else you need to play in
this book. All you need is some markers or colored
pens. Make copies of the levels to challenge your
friends!

Return to Nazca with 50 more levels featuring new
geometric shapes and styles!
Get more of that same great action but with a new look!
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play original games!
This is a positional strategy card game. Make your deck
and play your cards in a 3x9 grid according to their
ranks. Other players will try to break up your set or finish
before you!
Start building your 2772 deck today! Everything you
need to play is in this one book.

Are you ready for some magic? Magecrafters is a game
of magical wand-building, a stand-alone game that is
also a companion to the forthcoming book series.
With hundreds of pieces and 3 game types, there is a lot
of replay in this game! Original artwork, hundreds of
game pieces, and 30 wands to create!
Start building today!

Like card games about magic? Try Spell Wars! Get the
entire card set in this one volume. There are enough
cards for 2-4 players to make their own decks.
Gather magic points from magic symbols to put down
summoning circles and bring forth your minions. Then
cast powerful spells to make your creatures unstoppable
and destroy your enemies. It’s a card game and dice
game in one!
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play original games!
This is a tabletop strategy game with a space setting!
Everything you need to play is included, except for the
RPG dice.
Get some dice, get some friends, and conquer the
galaxy!

A card game of samurai duels brought to you by
MediaStream Press and Kickstarter!
Get all 120 cards printed in a nice box, or get the whole
book and print them yourself!
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Super Power System 1.0

Get this unique NEW roleplaying system
and guide for roleplaying super heroes!
Create your own custom characters with
nearly 200 unique powers, 50
weaknesses, and thousands upon
thousands of options and combinations!
It’s everything you need to get started.

Get even more out of the Super Power
System with more our custom setting in
an alternate Earth history where
superheroes and villains walk the
Earth! Comes with new rules, artifacts,
dozens of custom characters, and
more!

Get even more out of the Super Power
System with more options, like
Leadership Abilities, pre-made villains,
monsters, and more!
This is an add-on to the base system.

This is a set of character sheets for
people who can’t print them. It’s an
optional add-on.
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Super Power System 1.2
This massive remake combines the Roleplaying Guide
and Character Guide, expanding upon both with many
updates and expansions, including fancy new full-color
layouts and improvements!
This 304 page tome is all you need to get your game
powered up!

Expand the 200 powers all the way to 300! Plus get
new weaknesses!
This expansion is everything you need if you love super
powers!

This volume replaces and greatly expands the Setting
Guide of version 1.0.
Get more gear, more characters, more teams, and just
more everything in extra detail!
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SPS ACTION PACKS
Our first Action Pack features custom characters, new
NPCs, and 5 missions for 1-4 characters at low levels.
Adventure around the Motor City!

Our second Action Pack features more custom
characters, new NPCs, and 5 missions for 1-4
characters at low levels.
Battle Evil and Darkness around the River City!

Our third Action Pack features more custom characters,
new NPCs, and 5 missions for 1-4 characters at low
levels.
Save the world from alien threats in Rocket City!
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ROLEPLAYING GAMES
This is a full D&D 5th Edition adventure module. It
features 30 hand-drawn, custom weapons and a
storyline of mayhem and mystery!
It fits into any campaign setting and is sure to be a train
wreck of a game!

This is a full D&D 5th Edition adventure module. It
includes 3 acts of a suspense-thriller type adventure
with optional add-ons to make it a multi-session
campaign!
Get detailed maps, building blueprints, custom
monsters, and a variety of villains!
It’s over 200 pages of D&D goodness!
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JUNIOR TRIVIA STARS

Get 1000 Junior Trivia Stars Questions in 50 sets of 20 questions in a variety of
topics for Elementary & Middle School. Question sets are color-coded and also
have a difficulty rating from 1-5 stars.
Or, get all 5 volumes in the special collected edition! It’s 328 pages of trivia!
Each book features questions in the categories of: math, science, arts & culture,
language & literature, sports & entertainment, and social studies.
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MORE TRIVIA STARS
More Junior Trivia Stars are coming! Volume 6 is out
now. When 8-10 are done, they will be collected into
another 5k questions book, too.

More Junior Trivia Stars are coming! Volume 7 is out
now. When 8-10 are done, they will be collected into
another 5k questions book, too.
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MAKE YOUR OWN BOOKS
Want to do less drawing and more writing? This is a great
book for you. At 8x5, these 24 pages are still big enough
to sneak in some fine illustrations, but you can add as
many words as you want, too.

If you want to focus entirely on writing, use these 24 lined
8x5 pages are great for a short story, set of poems, diary,
or even a novella!

Keep writing and drawing with this blank picture book! It’s
32 pages of 8x10 goodness to draw on. The cover is also
of a matte finish, so you can draw on that, too!
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MAKE YOUR OWN BOOKS
Make your own ABC’s book. Each letter has a page with
an upper and lowercase letter. All 26 letters have a page.
Illustrate it, write on it, and design the cover. Lots of space
to design in this 8x10 volume.

Make your own Calendar and Journal book. Each month
has a page to fill in the numbers and any events on those
days. Each month also has a lined journal page for
keeping track of extra dates, thoughts, etc...
Extra pages include: a resolutions page, a reflections
page for year’s end, a birthdays listing page, instructions
on how to use the book, and a list of holidays and the
days they fall on.
This journal contains 32 fun templates for drawing,
making comics, writing, and illustrating. Have fun with this
Super Hero Journal! Great for fans of comics and
drawing alike!
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MAKE YOUR OWN COMICS

Make your own comic books with these white-bordered or black-bordered page
blank comic books. They have only the standard comic-sized frame and a page
number. The rest is all up to you!

Get hundreds of
different page layout
designs and extra bonus
materials to help design
layouts for comic books!

Use the layout designs
i n M a k e Yo u r O w n
Comic Books to help
make Manga.

Use the layout designs
i n M a k e Yo u r O w n
Comic Books to help
make Graphic Novels.
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BURNT RUBBER COMIC
This B&W noir-style 7x10 graphic novel is the first
volume in the Burnt Rubber comic series. Meet Rod
Carson, racer, mechanic, and guy who just gets himself
in too deep.
His love of cars gets him in trouble with the wrong
people, but can it help him find his redemption, too? Or,
will this desert town and a dangerously beautiful girl be
the death of him?
Volume 2 is out!
Continue the story of Rod Carson in Greenville. Will he
be able to strike a deal that will save his skin? What will
it cost him?

Volume 3 is out!
Continue the story of Rod Carson in Greenville. Now
that he has made a deal with the devil in an Armani suit,
what will he do to keep his head above water?
And, what does Madison want out of all of this?
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BURNT RUBBER COMIC
Volume 4 is out!
Rod gets to do what he does best… RACE!
Will he win his way out of the deal he made? Can he
earn enough money to pay his debts?
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PICTURE BOOKS
This 8x10 inch full color picture book features hilarious
illustrations of Molly-Anne’s little brother Steven
attempting anything and EVERYTHING to try to keep
her from getting a good night’s sleep. Will he keep her
up all night, or will her will to sleep overpower even his
best efforts?
This is the debut children’s picture book by Author &
Illustrator Andrew Frinkle.
This 8x10 inch full color picture book features amusing
images of Olivia’s excuses as to why she cannot eat
veggies. Wait for the twist at the end as she explains
what she CAN actually eat.
This book is a funny bedtime read-along, or might be a
great solo read for grades 2-4.

Even superheroes have issues. This book tackles a lot
of them. I mean, if your hair is on fire because you have
fire powers, isn’t it hard to wear a hat or put your head
on a pillow?
An irreverent, unique look at about 20 original
characters in the comics universe of the author’s own
making, complete with snide comments from villains.
Everyone’s a critic, especially arch-enemies.
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PICTURE BOOKS
Leto is a pug with a boundless imagination. He truly
believes that he can be anything or do anything.
Check out all of his greatest dreams!
This book has the added bonus of being a storybook
AND a coloring book.

This volume features an imaginative boy named
Chase, who dreams of one day going to space. Wow,
does he have it all planned out! From our solar
system to the fringes of the galaxy, he plans to do
just about everything.
Another great read-along or bedtime story, this one is
for the dreamers. It also makes a great solo read for
grades 2-4.
Emilia Jane is a budding artist. She’s a painter with a
gallery’s worth of paintings to show off. Are you ready
for it? Can you handle her work?
At the end of the book, you can also create two more
works of art of your own.
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PICTURE BOOKS
Do you have what it takes to attend the Goblin
Academy? Take a free tour of the dangerously fun
campus for monsters!
At the end of the book, you can also create eight
more spooky pages of your own.

This 8.5x8.5 inch book is about a rock named
Stoney. My first illustrated bedtime story for toddlers
and up, Stoney has a positive outlook on just about
everything. Can you get into the Rock Life?

This 8.5x8.5 full-color book is a graphic science
fiction adventure.
In it, a mysterious object falls from the sky onto the
surface of a dying world. One observer knows he
must go to it. What will he find? Will he survive the
difficult journey?
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illustrated storyBOOKS
This 6x9 volume features 9 stories following a Gumiho,
an Asian Fox-Spirit. Follow along as she is born as a
fox, growing into a 9-tailed fox with shapeshifting
powers. Read along as she discovers what it means to
be human and a Gumiho.
This book features over 20 original sketches plus
original cover and chapter page designs.

Milton is an aging magician, a wand-maker of some
renown. His apprentice, Duncan, is a young man with
great potential, if he can only learn his lessons well
enough.
Learn about the wand-making art in this collection of
short stories that are sure to please any fans of young
adult fantasy and magic.

Experience an adventure like no other! Enter the mirror
world, a strange and colorful place where anything could
happen!
Can Agnes & Abby escape from this world in the first of
their adventures?
Co-written with a 9-year-old!
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INTERACTIVE BOOKS
Inspired by the artwork of a 4-year-old, this silly DIY
adventure book allows you to create your own fun
scenes and narrate the adventures of Smiley Toast
and his friends!
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Pancake & Hen
Pancake is a curious young boy who lives along the
edges of a forest with his precocious older sister, Hen.
Together, the two of them find a bit of wonder and magic
under every rock and behind every tree.
Get a dozen great short stories all in one paperback
sized story book. Read Visions of Childhood!

Pancake is a curious young boy who lives along the
edges of a forest with his precocious older sister, Hen.
Together, the two of them find a bit of wonder and magic
under every rock and behind every tree.
Get eleven more short stories all in one paperback sized
story book with volume 2, Flights of Fantasy

Get all of the stories from the previous 2 volumes, plus
a bonus of 5 new stories, bringing you up to 28 great
stories about the fun-loving duo.
This is the complete and final collection.
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Perennials Cycle
Anthea is a girl born of two races, possessing the
powerful magic of her mother’s folk. She must run from
those who would use her as a weapon. Bedros, a
powerful protector, is her only hope of escaping, but
there will be others along the way as the entire world
begins its long descent into war.

Anthea and her companions are stranded in the Uleaut
wastelands in the far south. They are beyond any known
lands of their peoples. Can they fight to return home?
What sacrifices will it take to make it home, and if they
do get home, how will the world have changed without
them?

The Gods of the Broken Crown are pulling strings, and
dark powers push Iago to expand the depth of the
conflict. Soon, the whole world will be involved in this
ever-growing war.
Can Anthea’s side prevail?
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Perennials Cycle
Anthea’s powers grow as she is tempted by powers
beyond her. Her companions have gathered more
support to her cause, but will it be enough? Will she
resist the temptations of power and see things through
to an end?

In this final volume of the Perennials Cycle, all things
come to an end. Sides have long been chosen. Now, it
is time to see a conclusion. Who will fail? Who will pay
the price?
Even Gods will fall in this final battle.

GET THE WHOLE PERENNIALS CYCLE!
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The Underspace War
Judas is a criminal. His only way out of the system is to
volunteer as a test pilot for a new type of spaceship that
can travel between dimensions to travel faster than light.
Something goes wrong when he comes in contact with
the sentient matter from the other dimension, and he
crash-lands on the wrong world, beginning his fight for
peace and freedom. The natives and the people of Earth
don’t agree with his plans, though. What will his future
and the future of mankind hold?
Judas is back, and this time his fledgling government
comes under attack from enemies within and without.
Earth tries to settle the score for good, while enemies on
planet cannot wait to see Judas and his whole family
exterminated. Then there’s this business with the
Underspace entity being reborn in the flesh...
Things are not going to end well.

Years after the events of the previous two books,
Judas, now a disembodied spirit, decides to be reborn
as a physical being. He immediately gets up to his old
habits, trying his best to charm the ladies (even if they
are his distant descendants) and fight oppression in the
galaxy.
It’s Underspace vs. Overspace in this final volume of the
Underspace War Trilogy.
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SCI-FI & FANTASY NOVELS
Gage can sense souls of the lost. It is his duty to carry
them, to be possessed by them so that he can fulfill their
final wishes and they can be laid to rest. The souls grow
more and more demanding, leading him toward an
ancient and evil greater than he has ever known...
Contains all 8 Afterlives Stories:
Josiah, Dumping Grounds, House of Spiders, Seasons,
Heights, Southlands, Coyotes, & The Father

Rob is a regular guy. Sera is a flying, super-powered
hottie from another dimension that Rob rescues.
Is it a match made in heaven? Maybe.
Is Rob in for trouble? Definitely.

In the frozen wastelands, a man and his ursine
companion find a girl dying on the ice. They nurse her
back to health and set off to find the center of a storm
that threatens the entire world. What secrets will they
find their?
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SCI-FI & FANTASY NOVELS
Hudson Stiles is just a bad guy with a bad attitude that
gets a LOT worse when he’s plucked from Chicago and
dropped into another dimension with nothing but his
motorcycle, his loud mouth, his guns, and a strange
device on his arm...

A boy and his shadow, but this is no normal shadow.
Marcus’ shadow is alive and independent. Unfortunately,
he’s also a criminal. When he gets sent to guard the
borders of the last kingdom of men against the Light
Walkers, what will become of him?

The Book of Dark Dreams is a collection of 6 dark
fantasy and science fiction stories. Get these tales of
revenge, betrayal, lust, and blood!
Contains:
•Prices We Pay
•A Father’s Duty
•Wanderlust
•Stickman
•A Dance in the Twilight
•Twenty
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Heartfire Saga
A street child and his dog save a princess. Except,
they’re not thanked for it. Instead, they’re hunted down
because of their special abilities. The Emperor wants an
army of kids like him.
How will this boy’s destiny be intertwined with that of the
princess? What will it mean for the kingdom?

In the second half of the Heartfire Saga, get to know Go
as he has grown into a trusted soldier in the Emperor’s
army.
After he is recalled to the capitol, can he help keep the
Emperor’s family safe from the assassins that threaten
them?
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Dramatic Fiction
A reclusive piano player and a rebellious young girl...
Try as he might, Chase can’t seem to get away from
Elle. She won’t take no for an answer, even if her family
and friends might not approve.
Is theirs a love meant to last, or is she just chasing the
blues?

A misplaced letter, a rude reply, and an apology...
This period romantic drama is about long-distance love
and how expectations don’t always fit reality. A series of
exchanged letters pave the way for a friendship that
might become more than that.
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WHERE TO ORDER:
PURCHASE COPIES:
Amazon Store - www.amazon.com/author/andrewfrinkle
TPT Shop - www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Velerion-Damarke
EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS & FREE SAMPLES:
50 STEM Labs Series - www.50STEMlabs.com
Common Core Workbooks - www.common-core-assessments.com
Workbooks & Free Worksheets - www.littlelearninglabs.com
Five Minute Field Trips - www.fiveminutefieldtrips.com
FUN STUFF:
Illustrated Picture Books - www.andrewfrinkle.com
Novels by Velerion Damarke - www.amazon.com/author/veleriondamarke
Science Fiction & Novels - www.underspace.org
Custom Card Games - www.spellwars.weebly.com
Super Power System RPG - www.superpowersystem.weebly.com
Burnt Rubber Comic - www.burntrubbercomic.com
T-SHIRTS & COOL GEAR:
Cafepress Shop - http://www.cafepress.com/mediastreampress

QUESTIONS & COMMENTS:
Andrew Frinkle - Owner of MediaStream Press LLC
Website - www.MediaStreamPress.com
Email - mediastreampressllc@gmail.com
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